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A WADCC Club required to host a neutral Competition match will be paid at a rate set as per the WADCC 

budget for each ground, per day.  

When a WADCC Club is required to host any Competition match the following requirements must be met:  

 Nominate a contact person to the WADCC, participating teams and umpires as a key point of 
contact for any issues arising. 

 Provide a properly prepared pitch with correct pitch and field markings and supply boundary 
markings, stumps and bails for the match. It is the responsibility of the host Club to provide and set 
out these objects.  

 Provide sightscreens on the Club’s number one ground. 

 Provide adequate covers for the match and follow directives for the use of covers prior to the match. 
Upon assuming control of the ground the umpires shall direct the use of covers and both teams 
participating must assist as required. 

 Provide adequate and tidy change rooms for both participating teams and umpires. This includes 
access to water, toilets and other basic amenities. 

 Provide suitable lunch arrangements for sale for both participating teams and umpires as 
appropriate. The WADCC will not reimburse the provision of lunch as the Club has the right to sell 
any products at its designated price. 

 Provide adequate drinks for the designated drinks breaks in the match as well as provide clean 
drinking water during the scheduled hours of play. 

 Provide adequate shade, whether permanent or temporary, for both teams and provide access to 
sunscreen. 

 Provide afternoon tea for all players and umpires in any Two Day match or match that involves a 
Tea Break Upon receiving an invoice, the WADCC will reimburse the Club as per the amount set in 
the WADCC budget for the provision of afternoon tea. The WADCC may at any time ask for receipts 
for proof of purchase and costs incurred.  

 Provide relevant facilities for teams to score adequately, including a table, access to a power point 
and appropriate signalling light. 

 Provide appropriate emergency medical response processes as per WADCC requirements. 

Failure to meet the minimum standards may result in part or all of any financial payment being withheld from 

the Club. 

 


